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Measurement How-To’s
Full Chest Circumference
Taken at the fullest part of
the bust with the tape is
parallel to the floor.

Waist Circumference
Taken where a string
settles on your waist,
parallel to the floor unless
you have a figure problem
that dictates otherwise.

Full Hip Circumference
Taken at the fullest part of
your hips no matter what
the depth, and parallel to
the floor.

High Hip Circumference
Refined Fit Only
Taken at the halfway point
between your Full Hip
and your Waist levels,
parallel to the floor.

Shoulder Width
Measure between your
left and right shoulder/
armhole points.

Upper Chest Width
Refined Fit Only
Measure  across your
chest at the point where
the armhole would nip
in furthest.

Shoulder Seam Length
Measure along your
shoulder line between
your shoulder/neck and
your shoulder/armhole
points.

Shoulder Depth
Measure the vertical
distance between the high
shoulder point and the
shoulder/sleeve point.

High Shoulder to Bust
Refined Fit Only
Measure along the body
from high shoulder to the
Bust Apex level.

Wrist Circumference
A measurement is taken around
your wrist at the point where
you like your long-sleeved
garments to fall.
Compare to the measurement
around your
hand at knuck-
les and use the
greater mea-
surement.

Measurements Used in
Pants Tutorials

Crotch Depth
A measurement is taken while
sitting down to determine the
distance from
the waist level
to the top of the
chair.

Crotch Length
A length measurement taken
through the
crotch from
your front
center waist to
your back
center waist.

Bust Span
Refined Fit Only
Measure from bust apex to
bust apex. (tip to tip).

Back Waist Length
Measure from the  top of
the bone at the nape of
your neck, along your body
to the  waist as determined
by the waistline string.

Waist-Full Hip Length
A depth measurement
taken over your body from
the waist to the level at
which you measured your
full hip.

Waist-High Hip Length
Refined Fit Only
Measure over your body
from the waist to the level
at which you measured
your high hip.

Waist-Knee Length
Refined Fit Only
A Depth measurement
taken over your body from
the waist to the top of your
kneecap.

Arm Length
Measure from your
shoulder/armhole point
over a slightly bent elbow,
down to the wrist.

Armhole Depth
A depth measurement
taken away from the body
between two levels on your
body; the shoulder/armhole
level and the underarm
level.

Upper Arm Circumference
A circumference measure-
ment is taken around the
fullest part of your upper
arm.

See Chapter 4 for
complete instructions
on how to measure.
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